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No.  Data Element Name and Definition  Data  

Type  

Max  

Length  

81  Health Well Being Measure: Identifies the extent to which desired physical, mental, or behavioral health outcomes 

in the individual’s ISP have been achieved as determined by the individual, the authorized representative if the 

individual cannot determine this, and the case manager during the quarterly case management ISP review; collected 

and reported quarterly only for individuals receiving developmental services under the DOJ Settlement Agreement.  

Text  2  

Must match one of the values in the lookup table, lkpGOALMEASURE. Valid codes are:  

01 Measure Met - Most outcomes were achieved.                                  96 Not Applicable - Use for all other individuals receiving services.              

02 Measure Partially Met - Some outcomes were achieved.                   97 Unknown (Asked but not answered) 

03 Measure Not Met - Very few outcomes were achieved.                     98 Not Collected (Not asked)  

82  Community Inclusion Measure: Identifies the extent to which desired community inclusion outcomes in the 

individual’s ISP have been achieved as determined by the individual, the authorized representative if the individual 

cannot determine this, and the case manager during the quarterly case management ISP review; collected and reported 

quarterly only for individuals receiving developmental services under the DOJ Settlement Agreement.  

Text  2  

Must match one of the values in the lookup table, lkpGOALMEASURE. Valid codes are:  

01 Measure Met - Most outcomes were achieved.                                  96 Not Applicable - Use for all other individuals receiving services.  

02 Measure Partially Met - Some outcomes were achieved.                   97 Unknown (Asked but not answered)  

03 Measure Not Met - Very few outcomes were achieved.                     98 Not Collected (Not asked) 

83  Choice and Self-Determination Measure: Identifies the extent to which the individual’s desired life choices (e.g., 

clothing to wear, living area decoration, church to attend, social and recreational activities to participate in) have been 

implemented as determined by the individual, the authorized representative if the individual cannot determine this, and 

the case manager during the quarterly case management ISP review; collected and reported quarterly only for 

individuals receiving developmental services under the DOJ Settlement Agreement.  

Text  2  

Must match one of the values in the lookup table, lkpGOALMEASURE. Valid codes are:  

01 Measure Met - Most choices were implemented.                              96 Not Applicable - Use for all other individuals receiving services.  

02 Measure Partially Met - Some choices were implemented.               97 Unknown (Asked but not answered)  

03 Measure Not Met - Very few choices were implemented.                 98 Not Collected (Not asked) 
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84  Living Arrangement Stability Measure: Identifies the degree to which an individual has maintained his or her 

chosen living arrangement as determined by the individual, the authorized representative if the individual cannot 

determine this, and the case manager during the quarterly case management ISP review; collected and reported 

quarterly only for individuals receiving developmental services under the DOJ Settlement Agreement.  

Text  2  

Must match one of the values in the lookup table, lkpSTABILITYMEASURE. Valid codes are: (The individual)  

01 Measure Met -Maintained his or her chosen living arrangement               96 Not Applicable - Use for all other individuals receiving services  

02 Measure Partially Met -Moved to a different living arrangement               97 Unknown (Asked but not answered)  

of his or her choice.                                                                                           98 Not Collected (Not asked) 

03 Measure Not Met Maintained Current - Maintained current living  

arrangement not of his or her choice.  

04 Measure Not Met Different - Moved to a different living  

arrangement not of his or her choice.  

85  Day Activity Stability Measure: Identifies the degree to which the individual has maintained his or her chosen day 

activities (e.g., full- or part-time integrated employment, integrated supported employment, or other day program) as 

determined by the individual, the authorized representative the individual cannot determine this, and the case manager 

during the quarterly case management ISP review; collected and reported quarterly only for individuals receiving 

services under the DOJ Settlement Agreement.  

Text  2  

Must match one of the values in the lookup table, lkpSTABILITYMEASURE. Valid codes are: (The individual)  

01 Measure Met - Maintained his or her chosen day activities.                   04 Measure Not Met Different- Engaged in different day activities  

02 Measure Partially Met - Engaged in different day activities of                    not of his or her choice 

his or her choice.                                                                                           96 Not Applicable - Use for all other individuals receiving services  

03 Measure Not Met Maintained Current - Maintained current day            97 Unknown (Asked but not answered)   

activities not of his or her choice.                                                                 98 Not Collected (Not asked) 

 

 

 

 


